for a safer industry
THE REVOLUTIONARY FULLY MONITORED,
AUTOMATED FIRE & SECURITY ALARM
SOLUTION DESIGNED FOR THE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

webeyecms is the
only fully monitored
and managed, automated
monitoring and security
solution

Integrated fire &
security system
Easy to install
and maintain
Potential huge
savings on your
fire & security
costs
Protection 24/7
Unparalleled
reliability and
security for
the price

webeyecms has been voted the world’s best cloud security software. It is
the world’s first fully cloud-based video alarm handling software, integrated
with both fire and security RSI devices. It allows users to receive and
handle alarms via an internet connection. In addition to this, users can also
receive and handle alarms while on the move, with the webeye smart phone
app. The system enables clients to look after their own sites, while cutting
the cost of protecting their site, valuables and assets.

Most construction sites are vulnerable to theft or arson. webeyecms enables you to keep an eye on your sites from
anywhere in the world by just using your smart phone. And because of our fail safe PADARC* response system you can be
confident you’ll get to know fast.

Unique.

Many construction companies have multiple projects that need security monitoring. Arson, copper theft, vandalism and the
increasing threat from fire have become priority risks and concerns for all Health & Safety and project directors across the
UK and the rest of the world. webeyecms is an ideal security solution as all you need to receive the alarm is a browser or
smart phone.
Let’s be clear - webeyecms IS NOT a ‘flaky’ self-monitored app with all their associated reliability problems or a manned
monitoring station with all the associated expense and potential in-efficiencies!
webeyecms is a fully automated and managed professional monitoring solution, it takes over the role of human beings
by automating the alarm receipt, alarm handling and alerting alarm recipients. The system is not limited by human alarm
operator capability or errors making it infinitely more reliable. Our automated system never forgets to call you, takes a holiday,
goes off sick or takes comfort breaks and can respond to an infinite number of alarms all at the same time. The system calls
and alerts the stake holder directly - so it is a stake holder who can identify if it really is an incident on site avoiding expensive
false alarms. webeyecms will keep calling the stake holders for 2 hours or until a stake holder answers the call thus
acknowledging the alert. The system is fully audited because it records and notes all actions for future reference.

Flexible.

The webeye solution is both flexible and modular enabling you to install a cost
effective fire and security solution that can start when the cabins are on site and
can grow as the site develops. The integrated wireless, battery powered fire
& security systems are easy to install and move when the project is complete
ready for the next project. With the unique monitoring communication software
webeyecms even allows you to arm and disarm the systems remotely to
minimise any local area noise contamination in the event of an alert.

Reliable.

When tasked with remote site security, the cost of wiring the site for data
consumes a great deal of the budget. Construction, electric, gas and water
utilities often have little choice in the matter. Either install a traditional alarm
system that is prone to false alarms or alternatively install bespoke CCTV
and Fire systems with all the associated costs. The webeye video solution
sends a 10 second video clip of the site to personnel via web or directly to
their smart device. Customers may also choose to have the sites monitored
remotely via a monitoring service. As an entirely secure and wireless
solution, the full system is installed in hours not days, allowing customers to
verify any remote site in an alarm status with the touch of a button.

Unbeatable price.

webeye costs well below the price of traditional video & fire alarm
solutions, there are additional benefits as well. Customers get much
more for their money and can protect larger numbers of sites quickly
and painlessly.

webeye for the construction industry

A quick response is key to either catch an intruder or minimise the damage from fire the webeye solution offers
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Upon intrusion or fire alarm activated a 10 second video clip
is recorded
The Emergency communications hub sends an alarm signal
and or video clip to webeyecms
webeyecms delivers the alarm / video clip to you and your
designated stakeholders and personnel’s smart phones and
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You receive the Fire alarm / video clip within seconds to your
devices with a loud siren ring tone
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If there is no response we will keep trying every 10 minutes for
2 hours or until the alarm is viewed
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All alarms are recorded and stored by site / location for audit
purposes and can be accessed via a secure web portal

WEBEYE
PROVIDES
THE MOST
COST
EFFECTIVE
INTEGRATED
FIRE & VIDEO
SECURITY
SOLUTION ON
THE MARKET

webeye for the construction industry
• Designed specifically for construction sites
• Wireless
•U
 ses IP or GSM (GPRS 3G) network to
communicate alerts
•P
 IR Motion Sensors - triggers recording of
10 second clip for immediate verification
•B
 uilt in IR Illuminators for night/dark
conditions up to 30ft (10m)
•B
 attery and mains power options
including mains fail alerts
•W
 ireless smoke / Heat detectors
•F
 ire call points
•W
 irelessly connect existing systems to
the webeye hub

•P
 rogrammable scheduling
•R
 emote diagnostics and auto system
checks
•C
 omplete with anti tamper and radio
range testing
•V
 iew camera image online with snapshot
facility
•U
 nlimited number of users
•A
 llows you to handle alarms your way
•F
 ully audited
•U
 ses PADARC* technology
•D
 elivers alarm or continues to notify
until there is a response
* Progressive Alarm Delivery and Alarm Response Confirmation

Visit www.webeyecms.com today.
Contact us on

0115 714 9990
01623 541411
or email sales@vdomain.co.uk

The world’s Best Cloud
Security Software

